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• Todays session was funded by MOECC to help address the application of CC info for operations

• Provide background on Ontario climate and current climate change literature and solicit feedback

• OMECC ‘Best in Science’ day – a bigger picture here

• Ontario Environment Commissioner – recent ‘ECO Climate Data Roundtable’ outcomes

• More informed use of climate data – since there is no ‘certified’ methodology out there

• Let you know about recent literature – always being updated – this will be incorporated throughout

• Highlight some sources of info out there

• How does RSI tackle climate change with its clients?
- We have been involved in case studies for other clients – what did we do?

Some Course Info



OUTLINE FOR TODAY

MORNING 9am-Noon with break

• Climate vs Weather
• Historical Trends
• Global Cycles and Natural Variability
• Recent Reality
• Ontario Observed Trends
• Station Data from EC
• Climate Change Signal?
• Extremes and Hazards Development
• POLL 1
• Climate Change Introduction
• Public Concern and Opinion
• Communication of Climate Change
• Intergovernmental Panel as the ‘expert’
• Models as the best available tool

MORNING (continued)

• Model Development
• Emission Assumptions
• Generations of Projections
• Model Ensembles and Uncertainty
• POLL 2
• Global versus Regional Models in Ontario
• Using the Data – Best Options
• Characterizing Uncertainty
• Extreme Variables and their Difficulty
• Sources of Data – Global and Ontario
• Climate Change Assessment Approach
• POLL 3
• Climate Change Summary
• Future of Climate Projections

AFTERNOON Case Studies/Applications          
1. Infrastructure 2. Planning

Conclusions & 
Additional Questions



Climate versus Weather



Weather versus Climate

Weather: Conditions today and over the next few days; “we operate
day-to-day on the basis of weather”

Climate: Weather over time: Extremes, Trends, Changes; “we 
plan for the longer term on the basis of climate”

http://www.astronomynotes.com/solarsys/s4c.htm
http://www.astronomynotes.com/solarsys/s4c.htm


Global Risks – weather identified



Source: Voiland. Feb 2015. Why So Many Global Temperature Records? NASA. http://climate.nasa.gov/news/2241/

Global Temperatures – Differences between Organizations – why?



Historical Trends



Nationally, Canada is becoming warmer on average… 
especially in colder seasons (relative to 1961-90 means)

Annual National 
Temperature 
departures and 
long-term trend, 
1948 - 2012

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=qyxeWHdKx79EgM&tbnid=aLzEV6LVGZ4WoM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://acvoters.org/news/climate-change-having-impact-on-alaska-transportation&ei=pv6DUanmJ5Ot4APYv4BQ&psig=AFQjCNFMAKtfORzvd3GfPjlqttQB21pnAA&ust=1367690655186470
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=qyxeWHdKx79EgM&tbnid=aLzEV6LVGZ4WoM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://acvoters.org/news/climate-change-having-impact-on-alaska-transportation&ei=pv6DUanmJ5Ot4APYv4BQ&psig=AFQjCNFMAKtfORzvd3GfPjlqttQB21pnAA&ust=1367690655186470
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Sudbury is right there with Canada Trend



Warming varies across the country – higher in the North

Canada 
Temperature 
Trends from 
1948 to 2012

Source: Environment Canada



Nationally, Canada is becoming wetter on average… 
but variable (relative to 1961-90 means)

Annual National 
Precipitation 
Departures with 
Weighted Running 
Mean, 1948 - 2012



Global Cycles and
Natural Variability



Climate and Weather Linkage: Global Cycles

Global Cycles are a large influence and they are of varying lengths/frequencies

They are largely unpredictable!

- El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
- Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) 
- Arctic Oscillation (AO)
- North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
- Pacific North American Pattern (PNA)

Sometimes they are in phase, sometimes not

They influence our weather patterns

Source: NOAA



Example: ENSO (El Nino/La Nina)

- Most notable influences are during the 
winter season for us

- We tend to be warmer in ON in El Nino
- We tend to be drier in ON in El Nino

Source: NOAA

Source: Environment Canada

Air Temperature Departure

We are warmer than average



Climate Cycles

Source: Environment Canada
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Recent Reality



Example: ENSO (El Nino/La Nina) and Predictability

DECEMBER 2 2014
Evolution of the EC seasonal forecast:

Posted 30 NOV                                                   Posted 31 DEC                                         Posted 31 JAN



Our Recent Reality

As we know, we have set 
some all-time cold records 
here in Ontario recently –
some dating back to 1870s

..Currently:
-AO (-ve): weaker jet, 
allows southern flow of 
polar air
-El Nino (neutral), but it 
was forecast to become 
positive
-NAO (+ve): usually above 
temps!



Our Recent Reality – ‘Polar Vortex’ Source: NASA-Goddard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVUP9_Dms5Q



Our Recent Reality – Natural Variability?

• Some indication mid-latitude 
extremes are related to the 
weaker jet

• Due to greater arctic 
warming/reduced sea ice

• Weaker jet = meandering jet 
(increased amplitude of Rossby
waves

• Increased blocking of storms

• Still early in research

• Relatively short ice record and 
high natural variation



Source: Quantifying the likelihood of a continued hiatus in global warming. Nature CC. C. D. Roberts et al. Feb 2015.

Our Recent Reality – Natural Variability?

• New research about the recent 15 year ‘global warming hiatus’

• Generally accepted the warming hasn’t gone away – its warming the oceans (PDO phase relationship?) 

The observed reduced atmospheric 
warming is within the range of 
models

Possible it could continue for 20 
years, but likelihood is low (<1%)

Increased likelihood of an 
acceleration of warming after this 
phase



Ontario ‘Normal’ versus this year

• In spite of the recent past, the trend in Ontario climate is clearly changing

• Best way to assess longer-term change is through the averaging of many years 
(World Meteorological Organization ‘normals’ period is 30 years)

• EC generates normals for these 30 year periods 
(we will look at 1951-1980, 1961-1990, 1971-2000, and current one: 1981-2010)

• This length is assumed to ‘average out’ natural fluctuations

• This results in ‘normal’ climate conditions

• Aside: for climate change projections, 30 year periods are also generally considered 
for the same reason (e.g. 2020s, 2050s, 2080s)

We will look at some output throughout the day from the RSI climate analytical system database used for clients



Ontario Observed
Trends



Ontario Historically – Temperature clearly increasing province wide

Data Source: NRCAN/EC  
cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/projects/3



Ontario Historically – Temperature clearly increasing province wide

Source: NRCAN/EC



Ontario Historically – Temperature clearly increasing province wide

Source: NRCAN/EC



Ontario Historically – Temperature clearly increasing province wide

Source: NRCAN/EC

Sudbury:

+0.6°C

In NORMALS



Ontario Historically – Precipitation increasing regionally
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Source: NRCAN/EC



Ontario Historically – Precipitation increasing regionally
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Ontario Historically – Precipitation increasing regionally
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Source: NRCAN/EC



Ontario Historically – Precipitation increasing regionally

Source: NRCAN/EC

Sudbury:

UP 4% 

In 
NORMALS



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Seasonal Change

Temperature Change –everywhere – gradual northerly shift of 
temperature with greatest warming in the winter 
(present winter excepted!)

Precipitation Change – spatial differences are found

• More ice-free, warmer lakes = increased lake effect

• Peltier (U of T) shows increasing lake effect under projections

• Doesn’t always mean snow – lake effect rain too if cold air over 
warmer water

Even if we don’t believe in Projections of Climate Change – things are changing



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Change

Observed ANNUAL 
Precipitation 
Percent Change

1951-1980   and    1981-2010

Image: weatherclipart.net



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Seasonal Change

Observed WINTER 
Precipitation 
Percent Change

1951-1980   and    1981-2010

Image: weatherclipart.net



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Seasonal Change

Observed SPRING 
Precipitation 
Percent Change

1951-1980   and    1981-2010

Image: weatherclipart.net



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Seasonal Change

Observed SUMMER 
Precipitation 
Percent Change

1951-1980   and    1981-2010

Image: weatherclipart.net



Ontario Historically – Precipitation Seasonal Change

Observed AUTUMN 
Precipitation 
Percent Change

1951-1980   and    1981-2010

Image: weatherclipart.net



Ontario Historically – Other Variables  1961-1990 vs 1981-2010

Given Climate Data we can calculate additional Sector-critical Variables

CDDays W Surplus          Days>50mm             GDD5                   GSL

107     104         202      247           5*         6          1479     1501       155      152

86      95           465     411           11         5*         1389      1455     143      147

230    257         438     469            10       13          2040     2137      187      191

225    254         487     513            13        16         2116     2205      193     205

Red Lake, Timmins, Ottawa, London



Station Data from
Environment Canada



Ontario – The Data – All historical Environment Canada stations

• ‘Official Source’ of met data
(mostly Temperature and Precipitation)

Approximately 1600 locations

Certainly there are other 
supplemental networks:
• MNR/WISKI
• Fire Network
• Conservation Authorities
• MTO

But not generally suited for climate –
MORE for operations/real time

http://climate.weather.gc.ca/



Ontario – The Data – Current (relatively) stations 

• Approximately 250 locations

• Definitely variable

• Going through increasing automation

• Human observers reduced

• Automation can ADD hourly obs

• NAVCAN takes over airport locations

• Increasingly ‘real-time’

GOOD: real-time, hourly

BAD: fewer stations



Ontario – The Data – Record Length & Official Trends Data

• Most stations have short records

• A few though have over 100 years!

Record lengths are generally too 
short for climate trend analysis

EC computes long-term trends for 
temperature/precipitation/wind/atm
pressure by adjusting for 
equipment/stations/obs changes
(~250 temp, ~60 precip)

http://www.ec.gc.ca/dccha-ahccd/



Ontario – The Data – Current HOURLY stations

• Approximately 100 locations

• Many are airports

• Many have wind observations

Extremes like WIND are highly 
localized – is our wind network too 
sparse?



Ontario – The Data – 1981-2010 NORMALS stations

• Approximately 240 locations

• EC will generate normals for stations 
with 15 of 30 years in the 1981-2010 
period

• They are rated A through F, with ‘A’ 
being stations with the most 
complete data

• About 25% are grade ‘A’

There will be increasing difficulty 
combining old obs methods and new 
automated methods



Ontario – The Data – Rainfall Intensity – IDF locations

• EC is the only ‘official’ source 
accepted by engineers

• Quality data critical

• Approximately 130 locations

• They have varying record lengths

• They measure precipitation 
intensities down to 5 minute 
intervals

• Last update in Ontario was 2007

• 30 stations had data for 2007

Extreme rainfall is spatially highly 
variable – is our IDF network too 
sparse?



Climate Change
Signal?



Recently –CSIRO (Australia) reported CERTAINTY of CC influence on Max Temps



What about the equivalent chart for Toronto Pearson? – not as clear!



Extremes and 
Hazards



Ontario – Extremes are changing…

Threshold

Past Extremes Changing
Extremes

Traditionally, the 
past used to project 
the future

Under a changing climate, the past climate will not represent the future

Source: Haasnoot et al, 2009

•Usually assume past 
climate risks will 
represent future risks

•Need to embed past 
climate and future 
climate change 
information. How?

Future
Extremes



What about Extremes?

How we 
characterize 
them

How they might 
change

Source: IPCC

Question:

Which seems 
most likely?

A

B

C



Effects?

Source: Environment Canada



Ontario Extremes

• EC did provide a centralized location for 
extremes on the old ‘Hazards’ website

• Developed to support initially Ontario 
Emergency Management – municipality 
risk assessment

• It was expanded to all regions

• It was closed along with most of the 
work of the ‘Adaptation and Impacts 
Research Section’

• More difficult to obtain this info now 
since dispersed – this was ‘one stop’

• EC recommends accessing the raw data 
in the data archive and analysing it 
yourself



Ontario Hazards -sample

Atmospheric Hazards 
Considered:



Ontario Hazards – RSI development with OCCIAR

• Increasing frequency of extreme weather

• No existing portal for assessing historical events

• Environment Canada (EC) is not resourced to 
provide customized information

• Previous EC product was cancelled

• Different sectors require custom output

Emergency 
Management

Spatial Planning Infrastructure
Design

Building
Standards

Water Resources Electricity 
Distribution

Asset 
Management

Transportation



Ontario Hazards – Tailoring Hazards Output – RSI Development

• Not map based like before

• Requires entry of 
town/city or postal code 
to pull from a database of 
EC, IDF, calculated indices 
like Growing Degree Days, 
etc.

• Indices can be customized 
based upon 
sector/application

• Can be expanded to also 
include CC for the location



Ontario Hazards – Current RSI development

• Sample output for Sarnia

• In this example, extremes are 
ranked by their frequency 
compared to all Ontario stations

• Sarnia ranks at the top of tornado 
frequency

• Clicking a variable would provide 
the historical trend/download



Ontario Hazards – Current RSI development

• Selecting a different sector would customize the output 
variables and show the output in relation to critical 
thresholds

+ Infrastructure: How often in the past have 
maximum code values been exceeded?

+ Insurance: Occurrence/trend of extreme 
insured events (rainfall, wind, tornado)

+ Agriculture: Occurrence/trend of first 
frost/last frost, GDDs per year, seasonal 
precipitation



Specific extreme events and their Attribution – Newest Update (4th year)

Notably: These types of events are NOT 
inconsistent with climate change – we 
just can’t say YES or NO yet

Source: Herring, S. C., M. P. Hoerling, J. P. Kossin, T. C. Peterson, and P. A. Stott, Eds., 2015: 
Explaining Extreme Events of 2014 from a Climate Perspective. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 96 (12), 
S1–S172.

Findings:

• 29 different events in 2014 investigated

• Some types of events are support, some 
show no clear evidence so far

• Heat events by far are the clearest 
evidence

• Recent North American pattern is 
attributed to unusual wind patterns and 
difficult to attribute to human influence

• Typically, droughts, heavy rain events, 
and storms was less clear, indicating that 
natural variability likely played a much 
larger role in these extremes



Event Type Increase Decrease Uncertain?

HEAT Argentina, Australia, 
Australia, Australia, 
Europe, S. Korea, China

Australia

COLD US Upper Midwest

WINTER STORMS & 
SNOW

Nepal Eastern US,
North America,
North Atlantic

HEAVY PRECIPITATION Canada, 
New Zealand

Jarkata, UK,
S. France

DROUGHT E. Africa, Mid-East Mid-East, SW. Asia, E. 
Africa, NE. Asia, SE. Brazil, 
Singapore

TROPICAL CYCLONES Hawaii Carribbean, W. Pacific

WILDFIRES California

SEA SURFACE 
TEMPERATURE

W. Tropical and NE. 
Pacific, NW. Atlantic

SEA LEVEL PRESSURE S. Australia

SEA ICE EXTENT Antarctica

Some of the 
research paper 
results for 
various event 
types



Poll…



POLL QUESTION 1

Which of the following is false?

a. Climate is what we expect, weather is what we get

b. The Arctic has shown some of the greatest increases in 
both temperature and precipitation

c. Extrapolation of past climate trends is a poor indication 
of climate change to come

d. Increased snowfall is inconsistent with climate change



Climate Change
Introduction



Climate Change



Climate Change - Information Overload?

?
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Forest Mortality and Climate Change: The Big Picture 

Droughts are Pushing Trees to the Limit

Ontario Announces plans to cut emissions 80% from 

1990 levels by 2050 – this week

Arctic Sea Ice Reaches Lowest Extent Ever Recorded

Extreme Weather Events Forecast Storm over Climate Change Denial

Globally, 9 of 10 Warmest Years on Record Occurred Since 2000

“There is almost no way that 2015 isn’t going to be the warmest on record.”

Levels of carbon dioxide and methane reached record highs in 2014

As of 2014 we have used about two thirds of the 2 °C budget



Climate Change – Ontario Perspective

Many of the features of a low-carbon economy are already 
taking place in Ontario today, including:

• coal-free electricity generation
• transit electrification
• electric and hybrid vehicles
• emission-free renewable energy

Vision
• Establish Ontario as a leader in climate change mitigation and 

science
• Redesign and build strong carbon neutral economy, 

communities, infrastructure and energy
• Protect ecosystems including air land and water
• Leave a legacy of a healthy world for our children and future 

generations
Source: MOECC



Public Concern



Climate Change – What does the public think? Tolerance for Action?

67% 25%
50% 38%

Source: IPSOS  ipsosglobaltrends.com/environment.html



What does the public think?

27% 67%
38% 53%

Source: IPSOS  ipsosglobaltrends.com/environment.html



What does the public think?

79% 14%

41% 49%

Source: IPSOS  ipsosglobaltrends.com/environment.html



What does the public think?

88% 9%

71% 22%

Source: IPSOS  ipsosglobaltrends.com/environment.html



Communication



CC in the news… no doubt better messaging is required

The idea that hundreds of scientists from all over the world would collaborate on such a vast hoax is 
laughable—scientists love to debunk one another. It’s very clear, however, that organizations funded in part 
by the fossil fuel industry have deliberately tried to undermine the public’s understanding of the scientific 
consensus by promoting a few skeptics.  J. Achenbach. National Geographic. March 2015.

Skeptics keep 
it ‘cloudy’



• Climate change is already happening

• It will continue even if we stop emitting pollutants today

• Climate models show agreement in the direction of change 
(although the amount varies)

• In spite of all the news of ‘climate change deniers’, in the 
scientific community there is near-concensus

• Media likes conflict – so deniers get ‘better airplay’

Some Assumptions



New Action on the Climate Change File?

November 10 2015 November 4 2015

“Canada is going to be a strong 

and positive actor on the world 

stage, including in Paris at COP 

21. That’s why we have a very 

strong minister, not just of the 

environment, but minister of 

the environment and climate 

change who will be at the heart 

of this discussion,” Trudeau 

said.

Always Skeptics – Newspaper Reader Comment:
Username: johnnytaxpayer

“so our new PM has now shown he is clearly one of 
the brain washed fools that has fallen for the 
climate change activism scam ready to sign on to 
policy that will do real damage to society in a poor 
economy and less in peoples pockets with higher 
costs.”



Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change
(IPCC)



Most Authoritative Source of CC info 

 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC)

 Reports every 6 years from worldwide 
scientific community

 In spite of some denial of human-made 
climate change, there is overwhelming 
consensus among climate scientists (98%)

 Our best science uses complex 
atmospheric models

 Climatological/meteorological expertise is 
also important

Notably, changes we have seen are totally consistent 
with future projections

We’ve come a long way



NEW IPCC (AR5) – First WG Report, 2013

Some Highlights from the Science Report :

“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal”

“It is extremely likely that human influence has been 
the dominant cause of the observed warming since the 
mid-20th century”

“The contrast in precipitation between wet and dry 
regions and between wet and dry seasons will increase, 
although there may be regional exceptions. 



NEW IPCC RESULTS: Extremes Report, SREX (2012)

It is virtually certain that increases in the frequency and 

magnitude of warm daily temperature extremes and 

decreases in cold extremes will occur.”

“It is likely that the frequency of heavy precipitation or the 

proportion of total rainfall from heavy rainfalls will increase”

“Attribution of single extreme events to anthropogenic 

climate change is challenging.”



Models as the 
Best Tool



Climate Change Models: Simulating the Climate System

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=geHiw1fmmNOtFM&tbnid=4lmzcBejQXQG_M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/climatechange/challengesClimateModelling.shtml&ei=BFSFUd3pF9S84AP1l4DwBg&psig=AFQjCNHcQBJuA5YOSa17dY5xI8bLfVUf-Q&ust=1367778343310196
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=geHiw1fmmNOtFM&tbnid=4lmzcBejQXQG_M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/climatechange/challengesClimateModelling.shtml&ei=BFSFUd3pF9S84AP1l4DwBg&psig=AFQjCNHcQBJuA5YOSa17dY5xI8bLfVUf-Q&ust=1367778343310196


Break up Earth into grid squares (horizontally 
and vertically) for computation

A simplification, each cell uses 
parameterization assumptions – based on 
observation

Climate Change Models: Simulating the Climate System



Model
Development



Many More Climate Change Models Today … 
Increasingly sophisticated

“All models are wrong, but some are useful”    (George Box)

IPCC 
1995

IPCC 
2001 IPCC 

2007
IPCC 
2013

11 
GCMs

14
GCMs

24
GCMs

40
GCMs!

Source: IPCC

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=HsQ1w4c9yihnEM&tbnid=CZueqKsFJdsY7M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=https://www2.ucar.edu/climate/faq&ei=6A6EUfGGDLHh0AG7roGQCQ&psig=AFQjCNE8iMhtupWzdc6DbvtlM_BsIDqNIQ&ust=1367692866818658
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=HsQ1w4c9yihnEM&tbnid=CZueqKsFJdsY7M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=https://www2.ucar.edu/climate/faq&ei=6A6EUfGGDLHh0AG7roGQCQ&psig=AFQjCNE8iMhtupWzdc6DbvtlM_BsIDqNIQ&ust=1367692866818658


The Models

• AR4 (2007) 24 Global Climate Models (GCMs) available

• AR5 (2013) 40 Global Climate Models (GCMs) available

• Do we need to have exact model agreement before we act?



The Models – how Ontario looks
More Complex over time Higher Spatial Resolution                      Always in Development

Canadian GCM 
(CanESM2)

Japanese GCM

Canadian RCM4  
(50km)



Emission Assumptions



GHG Emissions

 New assumptions for 
GHG emissions

 Representative 
Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs)



CO2 Emissions – per capita



CO2 Emissions – Ontario

Source: OMECC



Representative Concentration Pathways

• The 4 pathways represent different paths –no ‘storylines’

• The values are the increase in energy (Watts per metre 
squared) added to the Earths atmosphere (net)

• The lowest forcing is quite optimistic given history

• The greatest forcing equates basically to business as usual 
(what we seem to be following historically)

• There is no real ‘match’ between SRES and RCP (i.e. SRES B1 is 
not RCP 2.6, SRES A2 is not RCP8.5)



Representative Concentration Pathways vs old SRES

Source: Knutti and Sedlacek, 2013



For Sudbury?  
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Source: Fuss et al. 2014

The RCPs used in the AR5

We are on 
the 
RCP8.5 
track for 
global 
emissions!


